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Abstract
In this paper, wepresent AMIA,
a workbench
for developing
knowledge-based
discrete-time simulation systems. AMIA
is
original in tworespects. First it uses an algebraic modeling
language for combiningdiscrete-time models(difference
equations) and symbolicknowledge.Second,it uses a new
simulationalgorithmable to exploit this combinationof numerical and symbolicknowledge.AMIA
also includes a model
management
systemfor supporting the modelingand simulation process.

Introduction
Numerical simulation models embody quantitative
knowledgeabout a specific system in the form of numerical variables and mathematical relations (equations). An important problem with numerical modeling
is that muchinformation and knowledgeconcerning the
system described by the modeland the context in which
it operates are not numerical in nature. This includes:
the entities that composethe system, the properties of
these entities as well as the relations betweenthem; the
context of validity (hypotheses) of the equations of the
model; the variants of the model and the domain
knowledgerequired to select one of them, adequate in a
specific context. Becauseof its symbolic nature, this
knowledgeis not taken into account in present simulation tools.
To overcomethis problem, researchers in artificial
intelligence (AI) and simulation have spent mucheffort
during the last decade in studying knowledge-based
simulation systems; see (Widman,Loparo and Nielsen
1989) and (Kowalik 1986) for an overview. In these
systems, symbolic knowledge, stored in a knowledge
base and exploited by a reasoning system, is used for
various tasks of the modeling-simulation process: assistance in formulating models or in performing simulation, explanationof simulationresults, ...
Most researchers working on knowledge-based
simulation attempt either to couple a numerical simulation tool with an AI knowledgerepresentation language
(Holsapple and Whinston 1988), (Klein and Methlie
1995) or to integrate numericalsimulation facilities in
an AI knowledge representation language (Reboh and
Risch 1986), (Gelmanet al. 1988). However,the result
is in both cases affected by a well-knownbottleneck of
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knowledge-based systems: knowledge acquisition, because using a knowledgerepresentation language usually requires to be an AI specialist.
In this paper, we propose a new framework for
combining discrete-time models (expressed as sets of
difference equations) and knowledge-based systems.
This frameworkmakesit possible to explicitly describe:
¯ the entities that composea system, the properties of
these entities as well as the relations betweenthem.
It thus reduces the conceptual gap existing betweena
modeland the system it describes. It also increases
the modelintelligibility and facilitates the automatic
explanation of simulation results.
¯ the context of validity (hypotheses) of the equations
of a model. It reduces the danger of misusing a
modeland increases its reusability.
¯ different variants of a model and the domainknowledge required to select the adequate one in a specific
context. It enhancesmodelreusability.
Wecombine difference equations models and symbolic
knowledge into an algebraic modeling language
(AML). An AMLis a computer-readable
language
similar to the algebraic notations used in mathematics.
AMLshave been primarily designed for numerical
modeling. However,their expressive poweris very high
and, as we will show, they can also be used for representing symbolic knowledge. Furthermore, because
algebraic formalism is familiar to most modelers, they
are able to build a model involving symbolic knowledge on their own, avoiding by this way the knowledge
acquisition bottleneck.
In order to exploit the combinationof numerical and
symbolic knowledge, we have developed a new simulation/inference algorithm for AMLs.This algorithm
combines graph-theoretic and numerical methods.
These ideas are implementedin a computer program
for building and exploiting knowledge-baseddiscretetime simulation systems called AMIA.
The paper is organized as follows. Wefirst explain
what AMLs
are and whythey are appropriate for representing numerical as well as symbolic knowledge. The
simulation/inference algorithm adapted to the AMLof
AMIAand the model management system of AMIAare
then presented. Conclusionsare finally drawn.

Representing
numerical and symbolic
knowledge in AMLs
AMLsare based on algebraic notations. Algebraic notations are widely used in scientific textbooks and publications for describing mathematicalmodelsconsisting
of equations and/or constraints. Allowing indexed expressions, sets, variables and iterated operators like ]~
and 1-[, they provide a convenient way to form expressions such as:
viL I a~ = Al_~}xu ~-:yj
AMLshave become very popular in the Operations
Research community through languages like AMPL
(Fourer, Gay and Kemighan 1990) and GAMS
(Brooke,
Kendrick and Meeraus 1988). More recently, AMLs
have also been used in AI for constraint programming
(Michel and van Hentenryck 1996).
The popularity of AMLsfor numerical modeling
comesfromdifferent factors. First, it is not necessaryto
be a computerscientist in order to use these languages:
the effort to implementa modelusing an AML
is small
once the mathematical equations are available. Second,
AMLsare declarative: each mathematical equation or
constraint in a model forms an independent corpus of
knowledge, and the order in which the equations and/or
constraints are written is unimportant. These features
make AMLsvery suitable for building numerical models.
The claim we make with AMIAis that AMLsare
also adequate for representing symbolic knowledge.
This claim may seem surprising because AMLshave
been designed for numerical modeling. However, we
now show that one can also use them for expressing
symbolic knowledge.
Knowledge encoded using an AI knowledge representation language is usually of two kinds: factual and
deductive. Let us introduce howboth kinds of knowledge are expressed in AMIA.
Representing factual

knowledge in AMIA

In AMIA,factual knowledgeis encodedat three levels:
atoms, sets and variables. Weintroduce these concepts
through the example below referred as the "market
example"in the sequel of the paper.
Let us consider a market on which are shipped three
products: PI, P2 and P3. This market is divided in two
segments: A and B. SegmentA corresponds to products
with a high price, say 10%more than the average price
of the products, and a high quality. Other products are
in segment B. Assumingthat:
¯ the annual demandfor segment A is approximated
to represent 20 %of the total annual demandin the
forthcoming years;
¯ the annual demand for products in segment A is
equally distributed over each product of this segment;
¯
the annual growth of the demandfor each product
in segmentB is 10%.

Data about the products: quality (assumed timeindependent), price and demandfor the initial year
(1998) are presented in Table
Product Quality demand price
1998
1998
P1 Medium
100
300
P2
2O
h~h
60O
P3
high
l
25
600
Table1 : data for the marketexample
Atoms are the most basic elements in AMIA.One can
think about themas distinguishable entities in the real
world, denoted by a symbolic constant. Examples of
atoms in the market model are product P1 and segment
A. Modelingin AMIA
consists in defining properties of
atoms and the relations betweenthem.
Sets are used to group atoms having common
meaning, properties
and relations.
PRODUCTS
=
{P1,P2,P3}is an exampleof set in the market model. A
set can be used in two different waysin AMIA:
first, as a
domainfor the value of variables and expressions, i.e.,
a set in whicha variable or an expressiontakes its value
and, second, as a way for indexing variables and expressions (see below). Predefined sets are provided
AMIAfor booleans, integers and reals. Time is also
treated as a set whoseatomsare the relevant time points
for simulation.
A variable corresponds either to a property shared
by the atoms of a set or to a relation between atoms
from two or more (possibly equal) sets. From a mathematical point of view, a variable V is a total or partial
function:
V: SI x &x...x S, --> S
(XI,X2,...,Xn)

~ V(Xl,

X2 .....

Xn)

whereS and each S; (i ~ {1,...,n}) are sets. For instance,
the quality of the products is defined as a variable
QUALITY
indexed by the set PRODUCTS
and taking its
value in the set LEVELS
= {LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH}. Relations betweensets are also represented by variables. For
instance, the price of the products at a particular time is
a relation between PRODUCTS
and T (here, T denotes
time, i.e., the set of simulation time points) modeledby
a real-valued variable: PRICE.
Wenote V(SI,S2 ..... S,) the variable V indexedby the
sets S~,Sz ..... S,. For instance, the two abovementioned
variables
are noted QUALITY(PRODUCTS)and
PRICE(PRODUCTS,T). For a particular tuple of atoms
(AbA2,...,A,) Sl xSzx...xS,, th e variable Vapplied to
(A1,A2..... A,) is called scalar variable and is noted
V(A~42,...,A,). For instance, the scalar variable denoting
the quality of product pl is written QUALITY(PI).
Representing

deductive knowledge in AMIA

In AMIA deductive

knowledgeis represented by equations. In a purely numerical simulation system, equations express numerical relations between numerical
variables; they allow the computationof unknownvariables from knownones. In AMIA, equations can also
express symbolic relations between variables (see for
instance equations (5) and (6) below). Unaryvariables

Wewant to forecast the demandfor each product and
the total demandfor the forthcomingyears.
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represent properties of entities, while n-ary (n>l) variables represent relations betweenentities.
In AMIA, equations are expressed in a particular
form called explicit form. The left-hand side of an
equation in explicit form only contains one variable; the
right-hand side is an expressionindicating howthe lefthand side variable is computed. An AMIAequation defines the valueof a variableV(SI,S2..... S,) on a subset of
St×S2×...×S,with the following format:
Xl in O’l(SI), x2 in O’2($2).....

if SEGMENT(p,t)=
then 0.2 * TOTAL_DEMAND(t)
card(pl in PRODUCTS:
SEGMENT(pl,t) =
else 1.1 * DEMAND(p,t-1)
(3) p in PRODUCTS,
t in T-{ 1998}:
PRICE(p,t) = 1.1 * PRICE(p,t-I)
(4) tin
AVERAGE_PRICE(t)
average(p in PRODUCTS:PRICE(p,t))
(5) p in PRODUCTS,
t in
PRICE LEVEL(p,t)
if 0.9*AVERAGE_PRICE(t)
> PRICE(p,t)
then LOW
else
if 1.1 *AVERAGE_PRICE(t)
> PRICE(p,t)
then HIGH
else MEDIUM
(6) p in PRODUCTS,
t in
SEGMENT(p,t)
if QUALITY(p)= HIGHand
PRICE_LEVEL(p,t) = HIGH
then A
else B

xn in (~n(Sn):

V(xl,x2..... x,) =expr
where:
¯ cri(Si) (i~ {1,...,n}) is a subsetof set S,.;
¯ xi (i~ {1..... n}) are called indices; they have the
same meaning as in standard algebraic notations.
They are dummyidentifiers (written in lower-case)
used as subscripts of variables and expressions, and
denotingan atomin a set.
¯ expr is an AMIAexpression formed with numerical
constants and atoms, variables, sets, indices, operators and functions.

AMIA simulation

Eachequation has two parts: the extent (xl in O’l(Sz),
in 0"2(,5’2) .....
xn in O’n(S,)) whichdelimits the domainof
validity of the equation and the defining expression
(V(x~,x2..... x,) expr) which st ates how the variable is
defined in this extent. A variable can be defined by
several equations as long as the extent of these equations are disjoint.
In AMIA,models are made of linear and/or non linear simultaneous equations. These equations can be
algebraic equations and difference equations (see for
instance equation (3) below). Equations can be piecewise defined, i.e., the defining expression of a variable
can be dependent on one or several condition(s). For
this reason, we call these equations piece-wise defined
equations (PWDEs).The kind of symbolic knowledge
discussed in the introduction: description of the entities
that composea system, their properties and relations,
hypotheses of validity of equations and variants of a
model can be conveniently expressed with PWDEs
written in explicit form. This is due to the fact that
muchof this knowledgeis in the form "this property or
relation is defined this wayin this context". This point
is illustrated below, on the marketexample.
Sets:
T = { 1998,1999,2000,2001}
PRODUCTS
= { P I,P2,P3 }
SEGMENTS= {A,B}
LEVELS = { LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH}

Variables:
TOTAL_DEMAND(T)--4 REAL
DEMAND(PRODUCTS,T)
---> REAL
SEGMENT(PRODUCTS,T)--4 SEGMENTS
PRICE(PRODUCTS,T)---> REAL
AVERAGE_PRICE(T)--~ REAL
PRICE_LEVEL(PRODUCTS,T)
---> LEVELS
QUALITY(PRODUCTS) ~ LEVELS

Equations:
(1) tinT:
TOTAL_DEMAND(t)=
sum(p in PRODUCTS:DEMAND(p,t))
(2) p in PRODUCTS,
t in T-{ 1998}:
DEMAND(p,t)
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algorithm

Solving an AMIAmodel amounts to solving a system of
simultaneous piece-wise defined difference and/or algebraic equations. In classical discrete-time simulation
systems, equations contain no condition, variables are
only indexed by time and every variable is numerical.
In such systems, simulation is generally performed in
four steps. First, an oriented graph is associated with
the system of equations. This graph, called dependency
graph, describes the variables dependencies. An ordered pair (v,w) of vertices (variables) in this graph
expresses that the variable v at time t appears in the
right-hand side of the equation defining w at time t.
Second, the strongly connected components (SCCs)
this graph are computed. Each SCCrepresents a subsystem of simultaneous equations which can be solved
independently from the others. Third, a topological sort
is performed on the SCCsfor determining the order in
which the associated sub-systems are to be solved.
Fourth, for each simulation time point, the sub-systems
of equations are solved in the order determined in the
previous step, using an adequate solving algorithm.
The previous algorithm would not work in AMIA,
because of the expressive power of its AML.First, in
AMIA,one writes PWDEs,i.e., equations which contain
conditions. The dependency graph cannot be computed
once for all, because the expression defining a variable
(the right-hand side of the equation) is knownonly
whenthe condition can be evaluated. Second, variables
can be indexed by several indices. It means that
PWDEscan be recurrent on any index, not only on
those denoting time. Hence, SCCsmust be computed,
not from the variables themselves, but from each of
their associated scalar variables. Third, variables which
have a symbolical value cannot be handled by numerical equation solving algorithms.
For these reasons, we have devised a more powerful
simulation algorithm for AMIA. This algorithm is made
of two components(Figure I): si mulation engine and
an equation solver. The simulation engine dynamically
builds and explores the dependencygraph in order to
find sub-systems of simultaneous equations. Whena

sub-system is discovered, it is sent to the equation
solver whichattempts to numerically solve it and sends
the results (be they successful or not) back to the simulation engine. This one then integrates the results obtained and proceeds with the exploration of the graph.
Wenowdetail these two components.

scalar graph is similar to the dependencygraph used by
classical simulation algorithms, but it differs in three
ways.First, vertices of the scalar graph are scalar variables (and not variables). This is because the scalar
variables of the same variable do not have necessarily
the same defining expression. Second, the edges of the
scalar graph are determined dynamically because of the
presence of conditions in the PWDEs.Third, edges are
in the reverse order: successorsof a scalar are the scalar
variables whichappear in the expression that defines it.
This is because in Tarjan’s algorithm, the SCCof a
vertex is determinedafter all the SCCsof its successors
have been discovered. This way, the set of equations
associated with an SCCare solved after the scalar variables appearing in the right-hand side of these equations
have been computed.
The algorithm of the simulation engine is presented
below.

model

I
~

system of equatio~,s
result

~-~.
"I~

Figure1 : architectureof AMIA
simulationalgorithm
The simulation engine
The simulation engine, described in details in (Boudis
1997), is based on Tarjan’s SCCsdetection algorithm
(Tarjan 1972).
To determine the SCCsof a directed graph, Tarjan’s
algorithm explores it in a depth-first manner. A depthfirst search (DFS)from a vertex u in a graph induces
tree rooted at u called DFS tree. During DFS, when
going from a vertex v to a vertex w, one of the statements below must hold:
¯ w is unexplored:(v,w) is a tree edge;
¯ w is already explored and w is an ancestor of v in the
DFStree: (v,w) is a backedge;
¯ w is already explored and wis a descendantof v in the
DFStree: (v,w) is a forwardedge;
¯ w is already explored and neither v is a descendant of
w in the DFStree, nor w a descendant of v: (v,w) is a
cross edge.

variables
i: integer
v: scalar_variable
stack:
stack
of scalar_variable
procedure
simulation_engine(m:
model)
b,!gin
i~O;
stack~ O;
foreach
v in unknown_scalar_variables(m)
egin
set_value(v,UN
KNOWN);
setnumber(v,O);
set_lowlink(v,O);
end;
foreach
v in unknown_scalar_variables(m)
if number(v)
=0 thencompute_scalar_variable(v)
end

l

Tarjan has demonstrated that the vertices of an SCC
form a subtree in the DFStree. He namedthe root of
this subtree the root of the SCC.His algorithm determines the SCCsby identifying their roots. This is done
using an index, lowlink(v), corresponding to the vertex
with the smallest numberin the same SCCas v and the
above edges classification which helps in maintaining
this index. Edge classification is handled using two
parameters:
¯ number(v),order in whichvertex v is visited in DFS.
¯ stack, the stack of the vertices traversed in DFS.
Whenan edge(v,w) is traversed, it is first classified and
the lowlink parameter of v is then maintained accottlingly. A tree edge is characterized by the fact that w is
not yet numbered.A tree edge does not affect the lowlink parameter but indicates that the search must proceed deeper on. Forwardedges are characterized by the
fact that w is already numberedand number(v) < number(w); they do not affect SCCs. Back edges and cross
edges in the same SCCare characterized by number(v)
> number(w) and w ~ stack. They affect the lowlink
parameter in the following way: if number(w)is smaller
than lowlink(v), then lowlink(v) becomes number(w).
Tarjan has demonstratedthat v is the root of an SCCif
and only if lowlink(v) = number(v).
The simulation engine uses Tarjan’s algorithm to
detect sets of simultaneous equations. It dynamically
builds and explores a graph, called scalar graph. The

procedure
compute_scalar_variable(v:
scalar_variable)
variables
w:scalarvariable
scc:list ofscalar_variable
p: pwde
~gin
if value(v)= UNKNOWN
then
egin
i~i+l;
set_number(v,i);
set_lowlink(v,i);
push(v,
stack);
p ~ scalarpwde(v);
foreach
win scalar_variables_of
pwde(p)
egin
if value(w)=UNKNOWN
andnumber(w)=O
egin
compute_scalar_variable(w);
set_lowlink(v,min(Iowlink(v),
Iowlink(w)))
end
else
if number(w)
< number(v)
andw~ stackthen
seLIowlink(v,min(Iowlin
k(v), number(w)))
end;
if Iowlink(v)
= number(v)
then
egin
scc~ O;
whilestack~(}andnumber(head(stack))
_>number(v)
do
insert(pop(stack),
scc);
equation_solver(scc)
end
end
end

l

l
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Belowis given a description of the functions and procedures which are used in the algorithm but not defined:
* functions value, number,and Iowlink (rasp. set_value,
set_number,and setlowlink) respectively return (resp.
set) the value, the numberand lowlink parameters of
a scalar variable.
. functionunknown_scalar_variables(m:
model)
~ set of variable
returns the set of unknownscalar variables of model

tained in the right hand side of PWDE
p. If this one
contains a condition, this one is recursively evaluated usingcompute_scalar_variable.
¯ procedure
equation_solver(scc:set
of vertex)passesthe set
of equations associated with scc to the equation
solver. As a side effect, it assignsto the scalar variables of the scc the solution determinedor UNKNOWN
if no solution is determined.
The termination of the simulation algorithm depends on
those of equation_solver. Regarding complexity, since
Tarjan’s algorithm is linear in time relatively to the
numberof vertices, the simulation engine is also linear
in time relatively to the numberof scalar variables.

m.

¯ function scalar_pwde(v:scalar_variable)
~ pwdereturns the
scalar PWDE
defining scalar variable v.
¯ function scalar_variables_of_pwde(p:
pwde)~ set of scalar_variables returns the set of scalar variablescon-

TOTAL DEMAND(I 999)
¯ 137.5

8
DEMAND(PI, 1999)
# IIU

SEGMENT(PI,1999)
¯ B

DEMAND (P2,1999)
¯ 13.75

DEMAND(PI, 1998)
i00

QUALITY
(P1
MEDIUM

SEGMENT(P2,1999)
¯A

DEMAND(P3, 1999)
# 13.75

SEGMENT(P3, 1999)

QUALITY (P2) PRICE_LEVEL (P2,1999) QUALITY (P3) PRICE_LEVEL (P3,1999)
HIGH
¯gH{GH
HIGH
¯ HIGH

AVERAGE
PR ICE ( 1999
¯ 550

PRICE(P1,1999) PRICE(P2,1999) PRICE(P3.1999)
¯ 5JU
w uuu
¯ bbU

PRICE(Pl,1998)
300

PRICE(P2,1998)
600

PRICE(P3,1998)
600

Figure2: simulationof the marketproblem.Labelsalongedgescorrespondto depth-first search order. Underlinedvariables correspondto a root of an SCC.Valuescomputed
by the equation-solverare precededby: --+.
Let us illustrate the functioning of the simulation algorithm on the market example. Let us assume that a
simulation is performed for computing the value of
TOTAL_DEMAND(1999).
This scalar variable is defined
PWDE
(I), which has no condition part. The successors
of TOTAL_DEMAND(1999)
are
DEMAND(Pl,1999),
DEMAND(P2,1999)
and DEMAND(P3,1999). DEMAND(PI,1999)
is not yet explored. The depth-first search thus proceeds
on this scalar variable, following edge 1 in figure 2.
DEMAND(PI,1999)
is defined by PWDE
(2). This
has a condition which is first evaluated, c ompute_scalar__variable(SEGMENT(Pl,1999))
is thus run (edge
SEGMENT(Pl,1999) is defined by PWDE(6). c
pute_scalar_variable(QUALITY(Pl))
is hence run (edge
QUALITY(PI)
= MEDIUMis an input variabl~ The condition of the PWDE
defining SEGMENT(P
1,1999) evaluates
FALSE.
The expression defining SEGMENT(Pl,1999) is thus:
B, which has no successor. SEGMENT(PI,1999) is hence the
root of the SCCcorresponding to the system of one
equation {SEGMENT(PI,1999) = B}. This equation is passed
to the equation
solver
which assigns
B to
SEGMENT(PI,1999).
The simulation engine then returns
the evaluation of the condition of DEMAND(Pl,1999).
The
expression
defining
this scalar variable
is
I.I*DEMAND(PI,1998).
DEMAND(PI,1998) giv en, so
{DEMAND(PI,1999) = I.I*DEMAND(Pl,1998)}

tra nsmitted
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to the equation solver which computes: DEMAND(PI,1999)
= 110. The algorithm proceeds in the same manner with
the second successor of TOTAL_DEMAND(1999), i.e.,
DEMAND(P2,1999)
until the algorithm reaches edge 16.
this point, since 16 is a back edge, DEMAND(P2,1999)
left on the stack and DEMAND(P3,1999),
the third successor
of TOTAL_DEMAND(1999), is examined. Edge 21 is also
recognized as a back edge and when DEMAND(P3,1999)
has been explored, the SCC {TOTAL_DEMAND(1999),
DEMAND(P2,1999),DEMAND(P3,1999)} is detected. The set
of equations:
{ DEMAND(P2,1999)=0.2 *TOTAL_DEMAND(
1999 )/2;
DEMAND(P3,1999)=0.2 *TOTAL_DEMAND(
1999)/2;
TOTAL_DEMAND(1999)=
110+DEMAND(P2,1999)+DEMAND(P3,1999)

is sent to the equation solver presented below.
The equation solver
The equation solver is a set of classical numerical
methods for solving sets of numerical equations. An
appropriate method is chosen according to the set of
equations transmitted by the simulation engine. For a set
consisting of only one equation in which the left-hand
side variable does not appear in the right-hand side variable, the right-hand side is simply evaluated. For a set of

linear equations, a gaussian elimination is used. For a set
of non-linear equations, the Leverberg-Marquardtalgorithm is used. Since there exists no general algorithm for
solving sets of non-linear equations (using floating-point
arithmetic), the termination of the equation solver is not
guaranteed. The equation solver also handles equations
involving symbolic variables, but not systems of simultaneous symbolic equations.
If the equation solver does not successfully solve a
systemof equations, failure is reported to the simulation
engine which propagates unknownvalues on every variable dependent on one of the variables belonging to the
unsolvedset.

systems. AMIA
is innovative in two respects: first it uses
an algebraic modeling language for combiningnumerical
and symbolic knowledge. Second, it uses a new algorithm able to exploit this combinationof numerical and
symbolic knowledge.
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